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Why Mindsets?
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Brings authentic contexts and design 
thinking to learning math & STEAM 
through real-world problems & 
projects

Incorporates Mindsets Challenges 
with current events & careers that 
are highly engaging for teachers & 
students

Sparks your students’ creative spirit,
encourage student collaboration
& computational thinking

Aligns to the middle school 
curriculum and is designed for 
teaching in 1-2 class periods.

Helps teachers bridge the gap 
between traditional math & new 
STEAM

Brings relevancy to students, 
eliminating boredom & fear of math

Provides learning differentiation 
explicitly

Mindsets Learning is backed by an extensive R&D program and is validated by the Silicon 
Valley Education Foundation network of schools in the USA, Harvard Graduate School of 
Education & Geelong Grammar school in Australia.

Creates a level playing field in the 
classroom for students with special 
needs and for language learners



Real-world

DYNAMIC

Easy

STEP BY STEP

Learning Challenges for
Math & STEAM

Collaboration
among students

Easy login for
teachers & students

Real-world problems & 
project-based learning



Real-world connections 
in math education 
are essential…

To promote student engagement
Mindsets provides opportunities for students to interact with real-world situations
using math strategies to problem solve. Students develop transferable skills in a highly
engaging, collaborative experience. The research shows that real-world problem solving and 
projects improve students’ attitudes toward learning and make school more engaging.

To meet curriculum requirements
State Curriculum highlights the importance of real-world connections in the classroom 
in the Curriculum for Mathematical practice. This sentiment is echoed throughout the United 
States and in Australia in locally adopted, curriculum-based math instruction. By explicitly 
encouraging design-led thinking, Mindsets supports skill development related to perseverance 
in problem solving and modeling in mathematics. The Challenges push students to construct 
and support viable arguments.

See our website www.mindsets.com/standards



Students
as creators

& collaborators

Curriculum-aligned
& ready-to-go Challenges

for math, science & 
STEAM

Bonus questions to
differentiate & projects 
to expand the learning 
experience

Spring board for
cross-curricular
projects

Mindsets Classroom



STEAM education unifies 
curriculum with real-world 
problem solving & 
student inquiry

8

real-world, 
experiential 

& careers

personalized 
learning

inquiry, projects 
& collaboration



Mindsets 
CHALLENGES library
Aligned to the Victorian Curriculum

And more...



I’m using the 
Baseball Bonanza 
challenge with 
my 6th graders. 
They LOVE it!!!

I like the use of fractions in the dimensions, adding costs, etc. At 
the end, one of my students thought it would be a great fundraiser 

to collect baseballs and ship them. That should tell you how 
realistic it seems to them.

Theresa Conroy
Grade 6 & 8 Math Teacher

Rocky Hill School - Middle School

“

“

Theresa Conroy 
Grade 6 & 8 Math Teacher
Rocky Hill School - Middle School



Teachers Love It!

“I love how this works. I love how  
it helps kids understand they not only need to learn the 

math content, which is so dynamic here, they learn it with 
others & they learn how to get along with others…”

Scott DePedro 
Discovery Charter School San Diego

“

“



Teacher as Creators

Hope Oliver
7th Grade Science Teacher, Santa Clara Unified, California

Stephanie Conklin 
PHD Mathematics & Technology Education - University of Albany, SUNY
Master of Education - Maths, Harvard University 
Graduate School of Education
Maths Teacher at Saratoga Springs High School, New York

Bouncy Ball Science Challenge 

The Price for Kicks Challenge was extended by Hope 
Oliver, a well regarded science teacher, from the 
students’ math class into a lesson on polymers for her 
chemistry class. Naming it the Bouncy Ball Challenge, 
students created rubber soles of sneakers using borax, 
experimented with its properties & then transformed 
the soles into bouncing balls as part of the lesson.

Car Marketing Challenge

In this Challenge, Stephanie has her high school 
students creating a social media ad to promote the 
benefits of an electric car (Tesla 3) vs gas/petrol in 
terms of operating efficiency. 

Students use arithmetic sequences to calculate 
the efficiency of the Tesla 3 in comparison with its 
competitors.



Where to Work?
You’ve been offered two jobs - one by Google and one by Amazon. Which will 
you pick? Use salary and company data to make a decision! 

VCMSP270, VCMNA284 | 50 minutes | 11 questions - 1 Bonus - 1 Poll

What does 
a Mindsets 
challenge 
involve?



Step 1
Pick a Career!
Which career will be the most popular in your 
class? Poll to select.

Step 2
Analyze the Job Offers.
You’ve been offered two jobs! Analyse the job 
offers and compare to the average earning 
increases for each of your Google & Amazon 
friends.



Step 3
Which Company Has the Best Offer 
After 4 Years?
Analyse what happens after 4 years on the 
job at each company.

Bonus! 
ADVANCED LEVEL

Cost of Living Adjustment. 
What happens to your data when you adjust 
for cost of living: Mountain View (Google) vs 
Seattle (Amazon)?

PLUS project extensions....



School Case Study
The 49ers STEM Leadership Institute, Cabrillo Middle School

Santa Clara, California USA 

The 49ers STEAM Leadership Institute was created at Cabrillo Middle School in partnership 
with the San Francisco 49ers, the Silicon Valley Education Foundation and the Santa Clara 
Unified School District. The Institute aims to inspire and prepare its students to pursue STEAM 
(science, technology, engineering, arts, mathematics) majors at top tier universities and become 
future leaders in their fields.

Mindsets developed targeted Challenges specific to teacher’s curriculum & schedule. Each 
Challenge that teachers tested was mapped to the math topic, scope & sequence and grade 
level. Differentiation was incorporated through bonus questions for advanced students.

Students worked in pairs or small teams and accessed the 
Challenges using a web browser on their Chromebooks, 
iPads or laptops.



100% of students engaged. Teacher rating of the 
Challenges:

• Students were observed 
collaborating enthusiastically with 
their peers and actively discussing 
the Challenge tasks.

• Students relate to the real-world 
themes and brands they know such 
as NIKE.

• Students thought the Mindsets 
Challenges were fun to do, much 
more interesting than problem sets.

• For student interest & engagement

• Overall rating by teachers

• Would recommend the Challenges to 
other teachers

Observations

100% 95%



Boston / San Francisco / Melbourne 

The team at Mindsets has set a new standard for delivery of real-world learning Challenges 
for math, science and STEAM. Using current events & brands students know & love, Mindsets 
curates the learning content through careful alignment with math standards and then hosts the 
content in an easy-to-use, interactive format that provides educators with live data to teach, 
monitor and assess students.

Contact us:

Marissa Di Pasquale, CEO
marissa@mindsets.com 

Chris Buja, Head of Growth
Chris@mindsets.com

Customer Success Team
hello@mindsets.com

Trusted by:

Meet the Team!
We’re a multi-award-winning education technology company 
& graduates of Learnlaunch, the leading accelerator in Boston.

“We’re passionate 
about student-

centered learning”

www.mindsets.com
hello@mindsets.com
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